Gene extraction for cancer diagnosis by support vector machines--an improvement.
To improve the performance of gene extraction for cancer diagnosis by recursive feature elimination with support vector machines (RFE-SVMs): A cancer diagnosis by using the DNA microarray data faces many challenges the most serious one being the presence of thousands of genes and only several dozens (at the best) of patient's samples. Thus, making any kind of classification in high-dimensional spaces from a limited number of data is both an extremely difficult and a prone to an error procedure. The improved RFE-SVMs is introduced and used here for an elimination of less relevant genes and just for a reduction of the overall number of genes used in a medical diagnostic. The paper shows why and how the, usually neglected, penalty parameter C and some standard data preprocessing techniques (normalizing and scaling) influence classification results and the gene selection of RFE-SVMs. The gene selected by RFE-SVMs is compared with eight other gene selection algorithms implemented in the Rankgene software to investigate whether there is any consensus among the algorithms, so the scope of finding the right set of genes can be reduced. The improved RFE-SVMs is applied on the two benchmarking colon and lymphoma cancer data sets with various C parameters and different standard preprocessing techniques. Here, decreasing C leads to the smaller diagnosis error in comparisons to other known methods applied to the benchmarking data sets. With an appropriate parameter C and with a proper preprocessing procedure, the reduction in a diagnosis error is as high as 36%. The results suggest that with a properly chosen parameter C, the extracted genes and the constructed classifier will ensure less overfitting of the training data leading to an increased accuracy in selecting relevant genes. Finally, comparison in gene ranking obtained by different algorithms shows that there is a significant consensus among the various algorithms as to which set of genes is relevant.